shared kitchen space
a recipe for conversation & cooking

project overview: this is a non-profit

May & June – The mobile kitchen space

student project from the Design

will be standing at the market every

Academy Eindhoven in collaboration

Saturday, free to use for everyone and

with the local organic market, where we

adaptable to different needs and changes

want to create/build a shared kitchen

in the environment.

space to give ground to a community
based on shared values. Currently

we need your help!: this is a free space

there is no place to stay and have a

for you and everyone else who works at
or visits the market, to use and inhabit.
Please feel more than welcome to
contribute fresh produce to cook with,
left-over food, kitchenware, your thoughts
and your presence!

conversation comfortably, therefore we
would like to facilitate this interaction
through creating a ‘kitchen’ for everyone
to use as they will!

benefits: the kitchen will be at the
market every Saturday for you to
share food and comfortably talk with

We are looking forward to supporting
this community and creating something
together!

one another. We hope to offer this
community an opportunity to

about us: we are Miya and Hannah,

get to know each other better over the

two students from the Design Academy
Eindhoven, passionate about facilitating
conversations and strengthening
existing communities through spatial
interventions. We want to showcase
different cultures, personalities and
cuisines in settings that enable open
dialogues with one another.

shared love for organic food.
This space is all yours to use and make
it your own - we invite everyone to join
in!

future outlook: April & May – We will
be testing out different recipes, styles
of dialogues and settings to gather
your opinions in order to create the
best possible structure for our mobile
kitchen space that we want to build for
the market.

contact: sharedkitchenspace@gmail.com

